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Day 28: Soul-to-Soul Meditation 
 

Click here to listen to the Day 28 audio 
 

Practice 
Soul-to-Soul Communication 

1. Become Still. Close your eyes, take a deep breath as though you could 
breathe all the way down into your hips, and relax your body to the best of 
your ability. 
  

2. Anchor into Your Adult Self. Connect with the part of you that is a strong, 
resourceful, intelligent, developed, wise and loving adult and, as though 
you could anchor the energy of this adult self all through your body and 
beyond, breathe deeply as though you could breathe all the way down to 
your hips, your legs and your feet, extending your energy down into the 
Earth and out to the edges of the room. 
  

3. Invite Your Younger Self to Leave the Room. Lovingly instruct the younger 
part of you to go someplace safe, much like you might ask a child to leave 
the room when the grown-ups are about to have a serious conversation.  
  

4. Invite Your Former Partner to Sit Before You For a Soul-to-Soul 
Conversation. (Note: If your former partner was physically threatening or 
violent, I suggest you imagine putting up a firewall of protection around 
you that prevents him or her from being able to touch you.)  

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/happy-even-after/HappyEvenAfter2017-Day28-HealYourHeart-Audio.mp3
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As if you could invite the soul of your former partner in for a meaningful 
conversation, ask this person to come sit before you. Keeping the tone 
between you cordial and respectful, imagine looking into his or her eyes, 
and say the following. Feel free to use your own words and embellish, but 
do your best to keep the overall meaning of the communication intact. 

“I give you the benefit of the doubt by taking responsibility for training you 
to treat me in the ways you did. I recognize your behavior towards me in 
many ways mirrored my own.”  
  
Imagine this person listening to all you are saying with rapt attention and 
authentic interest.  
 
Continue on by saying:  
 
“Your poor treatment of me helped wake me up to the truth of my value, 
my power, my goodness, my intelligence and my worthiness to love and be 
loved. For that I thank you.” 
 
“Yet, I now wish to right things between us by sharing with you who I truly 
am so as to correct any misperceptions you may have been left with.” 
  
Speak what’s really true about who you are and what is possible for you. 
For example, “I am a powerful, loving man who is deeply worthy of being 
seen, supported, honored, and respected;” “I am a sexy, sensual, 
voluptuous woman who is worthy of being sexually ravished by a partner 
who is turned on by my body;” “I am an amazing, smart and intriguing 
woman who is worthy of being treated like a Queen;” “I know I showed up 
as less than who I have the potential to be in our relationship, but there is 
so much more to me than that and I will take all I’ve learned with you and 
apply it to my next relationship so that I can create a much happier future 
in love.” 
  
Let this person see the full truth of who you are, especially if you showed 
up as a dimmed down version of yourself while in the relationship. Imagine 
your former partner seeing you as if for the very first time. See the respect, 
admiration, and appreciation in their eyes and feel them extending a sense 
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of goodwill and love towards you.  
 
Now, repeat the following, as though you had a direct line of 
communication to the soul of your former partner:  
 
“I ask that you treat me with honor and respect from now on. Whether or 
not we see each other in person, I ask that in your thoughts, words, actions, 
and deeds you relate to me in ways that are reflective of my true value, 
power, intelligence, goodness and worthiness to love and be loved.”  
 
“And I give you my word to do the same for you.” 
  
Ask this person, “Do I have your agreement?” and wait for the “Yes” before 
moving on, visualize looking directly into his or her eyes, fully present and 
available to restore dignity and honor between you. Now, imagine all 
moments of humiliation, shame, embarrassment, dishonor or disrespect 
dissolving between you, and feel yourself restored to a place of honor, 
dignity, esteem, and love in your former partner’s eyes.  Feel into this free 
and clear relational field between you and allow it to recalibrate you, and 
set you free from the old way(s) you perceived that he or she was holding 
you. 

5. Imagine You and Your Former Partner Offering a Deep Bow to One 
Another. Picture your former partner and you offering a deep bow to one 
another to complete your conversation, recognizing that these new 
agreements have now been set in motion. 

Instructions for Uncoupling Couples: You can certainly share later with one 
another the results of the meditation and even offer to provide the corrective 
experience by re-doing the exercise together if you like.  If you choose to do this, 
however, please make sure that you don’t skip over the first part of the exercise 
where you center into your Adult Center and speak from there. This is not about 
coming into relationship with your former partner from a child center and trying 
to get them to give you the validation and love that you did not get when you 
were a child. Stay identified with your adult self and hold and contain the younger 
self in your body.) 
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Healing Power Statement of the Day 

 
I am a valuable person who is deeply worthy of love and respect. I love, respect 
and value myself even when the one I loved is not able or willing to do so. 
 

Self-Care Action of the Day 
 
Sit under the stars and turn your face upwards to remember how vast the 
universe is and how many possibilities it holds for love.  

 
 


